Twenty-Eighth International Conference of Europeanists

Preliminary Conference Program

June 20 - June 22, 2022 – Virtual Conference Component

This Preliminary Program is subject to change. Please contact events@ces-europe.org with related inquiries.

Last updated on April 29, 2022
VIRTUAL CONFERENCE SIDE EVENTS

How to Pitch to Publishers  
6/20/2022  
7:00 PM to 8:30 PM GMT+1  
6:00 PM to 7:30 PM CEST  
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM EDT  

Zoom Room 1  
Conference Side Event

Radicalism and Violence Research Network Business Meeting  
6/21/2022  
7:00 PM to 8:30 PM GMT+1  
6:00 PM to 7:30 PM CEST  
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM EDT  

Zoom Room 1  
Conference Side Event  
Chair: Eric Schoon - The Ohio State University  
        Annett Graefe-Geusch, German Center for Integration and Migration Research  
        Richard McNeil-Wilson – European University Institute

Green Gradualism and its Discontents  
6/29/2022  
6:00 PM to 7:45 PM GMT+1  
5:00 PM to 6:45 PM CEST  
1:00 PM to 2:45 PM EDT  

Hybrid Format  
Keynote  
Speaker: Daniela Gabor - University of the West of England - UWE Bristol

Is Climate Change Good for Democracy?  
6/30/2022  
6:00 PM to 7:45 PM GMT+1  
5:00 PM to 6:45 PM CEST  
1:00 PM to 2:45 PM EDT  

Hybrid Format  
Keynote  
Speaker: Mike Hulme - University of Cambridge
6/20/2022
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM GMT+1
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM CEST
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM EDT

Zoom Room 1
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Helge Jörgens - ISCTE - University Institute of Lisbon
Christoph Knill - Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich

Participants:
Jonas Schoenefeld - Institute for Housing and Environment (IWU) Book / Roundtable Panelist
Yves Steinebach - Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich Book / Roundtable Panelist
Jale Tosun - Heidelberg University Book / Roundtable Panelist
Michael Boecher - University Magdeburg Book / Roundtable Panelist
Adam Wellstead - Michigan Technological University Book / Roundtable Panelist

6/20/2022
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM GMT+1
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM CEST
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM EDT

Zoom Room 4
Paper Panel

Chair: Janika Spannagel - Frei Universität Berlin
Mattias Kumm - WZB Berlin Social Science Center

Participants:
The Globalization of Academic Freedom
Single Paper

Tanja A. Boerzel - Freie Universität Berlin
The Constitutional CODification of Academic Freedom Over Time and Space
Single Paper
Janika Spannagel - FU Berlin - Freie Universität Berlin
Supranational Judicial Approaches to Academic Freedom in Europe
Single Paper
Kriszta Kovacs - WZB Berlin
Academic Freedom in Latin America: Legal and Institutional Frameworks
Single Paper
Conrado Hübner Mendes - University of São Paulo

Discussant: Juan Diez - Universidad Carlos III de Madrid

6/20/2022
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM GMT+1
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM CEST
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM EDT

Zoom Room 3
Paper Panel

Chair: Eriada Çela - University of Elbasan “Aleksander Xhuvani”

Participants:
The Conceptualization of Democracy in the Discourse of the Albanian Democratic Party During the 90s
Single Paper
Ledia Kazazi - University of Elbasan “Aleksander Xhuvani”

An Analysis of Inequality as a Political Currency in the Albanian Political Discourse
Single Paper
Ardita Dylgjeri - University of Elbasan “Aleksander Xhuvani”

Applying a Gender Lens to Democratic Citizenship Curriculum in Albania
Single Paper
6/20/2022
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM GMT+1
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM CEST
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM EDT

Zoom Room 2
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Elżbieta Korolczuk - Södertörn University
Asia Leofreddi - University of Padua

Participants:

Mieke Verloo - Radboud University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Agnieszka Graff - University of Warsaw
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Asia Alessia Leofreddi - University of Padua / Confronti
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Andrea Krizsan - Central European University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Elżbieta Korolczuk - Södertörn University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Birgit Sauer - University of Vienna
Book / Roundtable Panelist

David Paternotte - Université libre de Bruxelles
Book / Roundtable Panelist

6/20/2022
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM GMT+1
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM CEST
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM EDT

Zoom Room 5
Paper Panel

Moderator: Alma Jeftić - University of Belgrade

Participants:

Political Attitudes and Efficacy of Health Expert Endorsement on COVID-19 Vaccine Likeliness: A Survey Experiment
Single Paper
Vera Yuen - University of Hong Kong

Political Orientation’s Effect on Abidance to COVID-19 Measures: Compliant Citizens across the Political Spectrum
Single Paper
Alexia Katsanidou - GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences; University of Cologne
Sotirios Karampampas - GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences

Framing, Identity, and Public Support in the UK for Cooperation with the EU during COVID-19
Single Paper
Ulrich Sedelmeier - LSE
Sabina Avdagic - University of Sussex

Comparative Study on State and Substate Level Responses to Coronavirus as a Global Security Threat.
Single Paper
Krzysztof Feliks Sliwinski - Hong Kong Baptist University
Dionysios STIVAS - Hong Kong Baptist University
6/20/2022
3:00 PM to 4:30 PM GMT+1
4:00 PM to 5:30 PM CEST
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM EDT

Zoom Room 1
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Helge Jörgens - ISCTE - University Institute of Lisbon
Christoph Knill - LMU Munich

Participants:

Benjamin Cashore - Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Detlef Sprinz - PIK—Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Maria Julia Trombetta - University of Nottingham Ningbo China
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Nina Kolleck - Universität Leipzig, Institut für Politikwissenschaft
Book / Roundtable Panelist

[7] Governing European Education
6/20/2022
3:00 PM to 4:30 PM GMT+1
4:00 PM to 5:30 PM CEST
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM EDT

Zoom Room 3
Paper Panel

Moderator: Cristina Blanco Sío-López - University of Pittsburgh / Ca’ Foscari University of Venice

Participants:

Effects of Assigned Collaboration on Student Performance: Results from a Randomized Experiment
Single Paper
Elena Llaudet - Suffolk University

Coloniality in the German Higher Education System: Implications for Policy and Institutional Practice
Single Paper

[8] Navigating the 21st Century: New European Humanities
6/20/2022
3:00 PM to 4:30 PM GMT+1
4:00 PM to 5:30 PM CEST
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM EDT

Zoom Room 5
Paper Panel

Moderator: Nicole Shea - Council for European Studies

Participants:

WRITTENINME: A History of Experimental Learning in Jen Bervin’s Silk Poems
Single Paper
Zachary M Mann - University of Southern California

Sites of Heritage Preservation and Equity: Digital Democratization in a Mancunian Community-Based Archive
Single Paper
Catherine Mullen - Indiana University

Paranoia and Propaganda: Disunion and Governmentality in the War of Spanish Succession
Single Paper
Brandon Munda - William & Mary

Sacred Environments: Politicizing the Relic Landscape and National Pilgrimage in Post-Revolutionary France
Single Paper
Anna Katharina Rudolph - University of California, Santa Barbara

States of Being: Dutch Ideologies of Progress in Embryology and Public Health, 1795-1848
Single Paper
Sara Ray - University of Pennsylvania

[9] Populism, Nativism, and the Question of Belonging - Panel 1
6/20/2022
3:00 PM to 4:30 PM GMT+1
4:00 PM to 5:30 PM CEST
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM EDT
Zoom Room 2
Paper Panel
Moderator: Danuta Kabat-Rudnicka - Cracow University of Economics
Participants:
Between Right-Wing Populism and Democracy: A Survey Experiment in Poland and Hungary
Single Paper
Tsleta Petrova - Columbia University, European Institute
Maria Snegovaya - Virginia Tech University

Comparative Analysis of Gender and Public Opinion on Democracy in Poland, Romania, and the US
Single Paper
Sandra L. Hanson - Catholic University of America
Michelle Kelso - George Washington University
Steven A. Tuch - George Washington University

Degrees of European Belonging - When Not Belonging Does Not Mean Being One of Them
Single Paper
Elisabeth Le - University of Alberta

“Decent People” and Extreme Right. Dissecting LSNS’s Identity Construction in Slovakia.

Nina Paulovicova - Athabasca University

Socio-economic Determinants of Populist Attitudes: The Influence of Job (In)stability
Single Paper
Carolina Plaza Colodro - University of Salamanca

6/20/2022
3:00 PM to 4:30 PM GMT+1
4:00 PM to 5:30 PM CEST
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM EDT
Zoom Room 4
Paper Panel
Moderator: Renu Singh - Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Participants:
Neoliberal Fiscal Policy Making in Times of Crisis
Single Paper
J. Michael Dedmon - Syracuse University

COVID-19 Pandemic and Surge of Domestic Violence in European Landscape
Single Paper
Manasi Sinha - Galgotias University
Pratyush Bibhakar - Galgotias University

Coercion, Compliance, and COVID-19: Understanding the Pandemic Response in Germany, Italy, and the US
Single Paper
Renu Singh - Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Masculinity and Government Resistance in the German Anti-Vaccination “Querdenker” Movement
Single Paper
Johann JK Reusch - University of Washington

“Are We Less Worth Than You?” Migrant Crisis during the COVID-19 Pandemic in Bosnia-Herzegovina
Single Paper
Alma Jeftić - Peace Research Institute, International Christian University

Chair: Tatiana Cardoso Squeff - Universidade Federal de Uberlândia

Participants:

- City-Diplomacy as a Vector for Expanding Subjects Of International Law: A Decolonial Approach
  Joseli Fiorin Gomes - Universidade Federal de Santa Maria (UFSM)

- Public Space and Transgenderism from a Decolonial Critique
  Marcelo Brito - To be confirmed

- Global South Proposals for International Accountability of Multilateral Corporations for Human Rights Violations
  Gabriel Pedro Moreira Damasceno - Universidade do Vale do Rio dos Sinos

- Private Property and Territorial Rights of Indigenous Peoples: An Analysis of Recognition from Decolonial Perspective
  Raysa Antonia Alves Alves - Universidade Do Vale Do Rio Dos Sinos - UNISINOS

- When Coloniality Touches Democracy: On Instabilities and Crises in the Latin American Region
  Michelle Monteiro Alves - Unisinos

- The Implications of Expropriation in Marginalized Groups: A Parallel between Palestine and Rio de Janeiro
  Najwa Dagash - UFU

Discussant: Carolina Hissa - Escola Superior Associada de Goiânia - ESUP/FGV

[12] How to Achieve the European Green Dream?

Moderator: Dominic Boyer - Rice University

Participants:

- The Drama of the Romanian Seeds
  Georgeta Stoian Connor - Georgia Gwinnett College

- Between Values and Value: On the Legitimacy Issue of Heating in Organic Greenhouses,Brittany, France
  Romain Olivier Blancaneaux - ISPOLE, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium

- Environmentalism in Post-Socialist Democracies: Documentary Art as Ecoresistance
  Irene Sywenky - University of Alberta

- The Urban Dweller’s Gardens: A Transnational History of French Historical Trauma Affecting Urban Park Development
  Samantha Powell - Purdue University

- EU Green Capital and EU Green Leaf Awards
  Manon Eleonora Lagana - University of Valencia, Spain
[13] Polarization and Power Roles

Moderator: Krzysztof Kovacs - WZB Berlin

Participants:

- Populist Survival and Political Scandals: Kiss of Death or Elixir of Life
  - Single Paper
    - Paula Ganga - Columbia University
    - Tsveeta Petrova - Columbia University, European Institute

- Anger, Contempt, or Social Resentment? Emotions and Political Polarization in Europe
  - Single Paper
    - Monika Verbalyte - Europe-University Flensburg

- Emotion Work and Struggling for Inclusion: A Case Study of Eritrean Forced Migrants in Switzerland
  - Single Paper
    - Wegahta Sereke - USI
    - Jolanta Drzewiecka - USI

- Debating the Admission of Refugees: A Comparative Discourse Analysis on the European Refugee Crisis
  - Single Paper
    - Daniel Drewski - University of Bamberg
    - Jürgen Gerhards - Freie Universität Berlin

Moderator: Chiara Feliziani - University of Macerata

Participants:

- Small and Middle Powers’ Roles in International Organizations: Analyzing Assigned Sequences and Rotations
  - Single Paper
    - Bibek Chand - University of North Georgia
    - Lukas Karl Danner - Florida International University

- Posting of Workers in an Eastern European Labor Market: Social Dumping or Flexibility Instrument?
  - Single Paper
    - Lucia Mýtna Kureková - Slovak Academy of Sciences
    - Ivana Studená - Slovak Academy of Sciences
    - Lucia Kováčová - Slovak Academy of Sciences

- Rule of Law in the National and Supranational Context
  - Single Paper
    - Danuta Kabat-Radnicka - Cracow University of Economics

- Addressing the Weakening of Sanctioning Capacity in EU PTAs
  - Single Paper
    - Maria Garcia - University of Bath

[14] Populism, Nativism, and the Question of Belonging - Panel 2

Moderator: Evelyn Preuss - Yale University

Participants:

- Common Enemies? Coups, Insurgent Strength, and Intra-Elite Competition: Evidence from Latin America
  - Single Paper
    - Guillermo Kreiman - Carlos III University

- Shaping Reconciliation through Media Narratives in a Post-War Context
  - Single Paper
Vanja Petricevic - Florida Gulf Coast University

Where do They Stop? Understanding Citizens’ Perceptions of State Surveillance
Single Paper
Paul Tap - Babes Bolyai University

Policy Mistakes of the United Kingdom’s Counter-Terrorism Strategies: Any Lessons for Other Jurisdictions?
Single Paper
Dickson Ajisafe - University of Pretoria, South Africa
[16] Coming to Terms with the Colonial Past

6/21/2022
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM GMT+1
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM CEST
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM EDT

Zoom Room 4
Paper Panel

Moderator: Maria Mendes - Cies_Iscte
Participants:

Difficult Audiovisual Heritage in European Film Archives: Challenges and Pitfalls
Single Paper
Dagmar Brunow - Linnaeus University

Bodies out of Place: Lasotropical Fictions and Geographies of Racial Erasure in Portuguese (Post)Colonialism
Single Paper
Patricia Martins Marcos - UCSD

The Tragedy of Weak Power Politics: Why Great Powers Choose to Be Small and Weak
Single Paper
Sverrir Steinsson - George Washington University

North African Migration Policies: The European Union’s Perspective
Single Paper
Mariann Vecsey - National University of Public Service

“Dad Earns Money and Mum Cooks:” Sexual Division of Parenting Roles in Spain
Single Paper
Livia García-Faroldi - University of Málaga
José María García-de-Diego - University of Granada

Women in Spanish Parliaments: New Selection and Decision-making Strategies
Single Paper
Beatriz Carrasco - Universidad Pablo de Olavide
Andrés Benítez - UNED

[18] Nesting Climate Governance: The Role of Spanish Grassroots Eco-social Movements in Citizens’ Assemblies for Climate

6/21/2022
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM GMT+1
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM CEST
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM EDT

Zoom Room 2
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Maria Prieto - California Institute of Integral Studies
Alison Green - Scientist Warning and Faculty for a Future

Participants:

Alejandro Sacristán - Extinction Rebellion Spain
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Sergio Moreno - WeMove Europe
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Tomas R. Villasante Prieto - Complutense University of Madrid
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Jorge Ferrer - Former Professor of Integral and Transpersonal Psychology at California Institute of Integral Studies
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Verónica Van Horenbeke – N/A
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Virginia Alfaro – N/A
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Fernando Prieto – N/A
Book / Roundtable Panelist

[17] Gender Identities and Mobilization

6/21/2022
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM GMT+1
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM CEST
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM EDT

Zoom Room 5
Paper Panel

Moderator: Pau Vall-Prat - Universitat de Barcelona
Participants:

Democratizing Spanish Institutional Politics?
Feminist Strategies to Counter Anti-Gender Opposition at the Local Level
Single Paper
Paloma Caravantes - Madrid Complutense University
Emanuela Lombardo - Madrid Complutense University

Jorge Ferrer - Former Professor of Integral and Transpersonal Psychology at California Institute of Integral Studies
Book / Roundtable Panelist
[19] Politics and Policy in EU Institutions
6/21/2022
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM GMT+1
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM CEST
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM EDT

Zoom Room 3
Paper Panel

Moderator: Galina Klimova - Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public Administration

Participants:

The Effectiveness of Parliamentary Questions in Legislative Oversight: The European Parliament in Economic Affairs
Single Paper
Adina Akbik - Leiden University
Marta Migliorati - European University Institute

Overcoming the ‘Leadership Avoidance Reflex’?
Regional Leadership and the Self-Conception of German Political Elites
Single Paper
Magnus Schoeller - University of Vienna, Centre for European Integration Research

Metaphor of Statehood in the State of the Union Addresses
Single Paper
Anna Molnar - University of Public Service, Ludovika
Éva Jakasné Harnos - University of Public Service, Ludovika

EU Citizenship, Integration, and the Welfare state: Workers, Citizens or Burdens?
Single Paper
Sandra Mantu - Radboud University

The European Citizens’ Initiative and its Potential for the Development of Democracy in the EU
Single Paper
Vanessa de Ramos Keller - Universidade do Minho

The Responsibility of the EU in Transforming the European Civil Society to a Democratizing Agent
Single Paper
Levent Kirval - Istanbul Technical University

6/21/2022
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM GMT+1
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM CEST
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM EDT

Zoom Room 1
Paper Panel

Chair: Ivett Szalma - Centre for Social Sciences Hungarian Academy of Sciences Centre of Excellence and Corvinus University of Budapest

Participants:

Climate Change Concerns and the Ideal Number of Children in the V4 Countries
Single Paper
Borbála Jália Szczała - Corvinus University of Budapest

Attitudes Towards Same-Sex Parenting in Europe
Single Paper
Judit Takács - MTA TK
Tamás Bartus - Corvinus University of Budapest

Double Standards Regarding (Non)parenthood in Europe: Do They Still Exist?
Single Paper
Ivett Szalma - Centre for Social Sciences Hungarian Academy of Sciences Centre of Excellence and Corvinus University of Budapest
Maria Letizia Tanturri - University of Padua, Italy

Do Individuals’ Attitudes towards Immigration Predict Their Attitudes towards Voluntary Childlessness?
Single Paper
Marieke Heers - FORS, c/o University of Lausanne
Ivett Szalma - Centre for Social Sciences Hungarian Academy of Sciences Centre of Excellence and Corvinus University of Budapest

Discussant: Judit Takács - Centre for Social Sciences, Budapest
**[21] Climate Change Debates and Civil Society**
6/21/2022
3:00 PM to 4:30 PM GMT+1
4:00 PM to 5:30 PM CEST
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM EDT

Zoom Room 4
Paper Panel

Moderator: **Jale Tosun - Heidelberg University**

Participants:

Between Science, Movement and Democracy: Scientists for Future in the politics-society interface
Single Paper
Jan Pollex - Osnabrück University
Laura Herzog - Osnabrück University
Andrea Lenschow - Osnabrück University

The Doomsday of Non-inclusive Economic Governance - Complexity in Democracy and Climate Nexus
Single Paper
Oliver Kovacs - National University of Public Service

Climate Change Debates as Competing Claims Concerning Time and Temporal Agency
Single Paper
Alexandra Ciocanel - University of Manchester
Michael Flaherty - Eckerd College
Cosima Rughinis - University of Bucharest

#Cop26: Struggle to settle the Truth in Crisis Time
Single Paper
Axel Boursier - CY University
Luciana Radut-Gaghi - CY University
Alexandre Morjon - CY University

Building Local Capacity for Sustainable Development in a Populist Context in Istanbul
Single Paper
Ebru Ertugal - Özyeğin University

---

**[22] Critical Race Theory and Democratic Possibilities in Europe**
6/21/2022
3:00 PM to 4:30 PM GMT+1
4:00 PM to 5:30 PM CEST
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM EDT

**[23] EU Coalitions and Counter-Coalitions and their Global Impact**
6/21/2022
3:00 PM to 4:30 PM GMT+1
4:00 PM to 5:30 PM CEST
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM EDT

Chair: **Alana Lentin - Western Sydney University**
**Crystal Fleming - Stony Brook University**

Participants:

The Word Race’s Startling Effect: Gender-egalitarian Young Men’s Perceptions and Attitudes toward Racism in Turkey
Single Paper
Çağlar Çetin-Ayşe - Stony Brook University

Democratic Vulnerabilities
Single Paper
Stefanie Claudine Boulila - Lucerne University of Applied Sciences and Arts

European Racialized Social Systems
Single Paper
Ali Meghji - University of Cambridge

Whitening Space: On the Anthropocene and the Racial Politics of Space Colonization
Single Paper
Crystal Fleming - Stony Brook University

Discussant: **Gaëlle Colin - Stony Brook University**

---

Building Constituencies: The EU’s Liberalizing Impetus in Ukraine’s Wood and Food Sectors
Single Paper
Mihai Varga - Freie Universität Berlin

Think Tanks Beyond Ideological Divides
Single Paper
Silvana Tarlea - University of Basel
Ralph Weber - University of Basel
Emergent European Strategic Culture Inside the China-Europe-US Triangle
Single Paper
Paul Max Love - University of California, Irvine

The Institutionalisation of the Visegrad Group (V4)
Single Paper
Edit Soós - University of Szeged

Different Roads to Democracy: The Visegrad Group in the “Lands to the East”
Single Paper
Erwin F Erhardt - University of Cincinnati

Russia’s War on Ukraine: Political and Economic Implications for Europe
6/21/2022
3:00 PM to 4:30 PM GMT+1
4:00 PM to 5:30 PM CEST
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM EDT
Zoom Room 5
Book Panel / Roundtable
Chair: Vivien Schmidt - Boston University
Participants:
Shawn Donnelly - University of Twente
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Matthias Matthijs - Johns Hopkins SAIS
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Dóra Piroșka - Central European University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Milada Anna Vachudova - UNC Chapel Hill
Book / Roundtable Panelist

The Politics of Regionalism and Regional Identities
6/21/2022
3:00 PM to 4:30 PM GMT+1
4:00 PM to 5:30 PM CEST
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM EDT
Zoom Room 1
Paper Panel
Moderator: Michel Goyer - University of Birmingham
Participants:
“Expanding” the Institutional Boundaries: The Committee of the Regions in the European Union External Relations
Single Paper
Spyros Blavoukos - Athens University of Economics and Business
Giorgio Oikonomou - University of the Peloponnese

Regional Mobilization in International Trade Policy: Spanish Regions and the Legitimacy Deficit
Single Paper
Maria Helena Guimarães - University of Minho, School of Economics and Management
Michelle Egan - American University, SIS

The Strength of Regionalism in England
Single Paper
Joel Selway - Brigham Young University

Single Paper
Galina Klimova - Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public Administration

Intra-EU Politicization and (Dis)Integration in the Field of Migration: A Different Europe is Being Proposed
Single Paper
Julia Simon - Helmut Schmidt University Hamburg
[26] Backsliding in the EU: Legacies of the Past
6/21/2022
5:00 PM to 6:30 PM GMT+1
6:00 PM to 7:30 PM CEST
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM EDT

Zoom Room 3
Paper Panel

Moderator: Ulrich Sedelmeier - LSE
Participants:

Paradoxes of (Il)liberal Democracy: The Role of Christian Democracy
Single Paper
Martino Comelli - Central European University

The Communist Past and East European Regimes: What’s the Role of “Legacies” After 30 Years?
Single Paper
Matt Murphy - SUNY Oneonta

Missed Opportunities in Responding to Democratic Backsliding in the EU
Single Paper
Tom Theuns - Leiden University

Fenced Europe: A More-than-Human Perspective to Border Control
Single Paper
Laura Burgers - University of Amsterdam
Cezary Błaszczyk - Warsaw University
Eva Bernet-Kempers - University of Antwerp

Interpellating Climate Denialists: The Political Ecology of the Alternative Für Deutschland
Single Paper
Tatjana Söding - Lund University, Zetkin Collective

Chair: Daniel Kinderman - U Delaware
Participants:

Philp Rathgeb - University of Edinburgh
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Magnus Feldmann - University of Bristol
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Michel Goyer - University of Birmingham
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Glenn Morgan - University of Bristol
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Pepper Culpepper - University of Oxford
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Vivien A. Schmidt - Boston University
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Daniel Kinderman - University of Delaware
Book / Roundtable Panelist

[27] Business Elites and Populism: The Odd Couple
6/21/2022
5:00 PM to 6:30 PM GMT+1
6:00 PM to 7:30 PM CEST
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM EDT

Zoom Room 5
Book Panel / Roundtable

[28] Environmental Stewardship and Sector Transformation
6/21/2022
5:00 PM to 6:30 PM GMT+1
6:00 PM to 7:30 PM CEST
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM EDT

Zoom Room 4
Paper Panel

Moderator: To be announced
Participants:

Agency, Accountability, and Imagined Futures: Exploring Democracy and Environmental Stewardship Through Speculative Fiction and Foresight
Single Paper
Matt Finch - Said Business School, University of Oxford
Malika Older - School for the Future of Innovation in Society, Arizona State University

Young Europeans and Environmental Issues (1978-1996)
Single Paper
Gaetano Morese - Associazione per la storia sociale del Mezzogiorno e dell'area mediterranea

From Cross-sectoral Policy Integration to Sector Transformation? Lessons from Regional Policy for the Green Deal
Single Paper
Jale Tosun - Heidelberg University
Ekaterina Domorenok - University of Padova

Recycling Europe: Media Discourses on The Climate Crisis and European Waste Import to Turkey
Single Paper
Anlam Filiz - Turkish-German University

Deliberative Mini-Public with Binding Outputs?
Polish Experience with Citizen Assemblies on Climate
Single Paper
Piotr Trzaskowski - Polish Academy of Science, Graduate School for Social Research

[29] Media Discourse of Commemoration: WWI Centenary and Europe
6/21/2022
5:00 PM to 6:30 PM GMT+1
6:00 PM to 7:30 PM CEST
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM EDT
Zoom Room 2
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Luciana Radut-Gaghi - CY Cergy Paris Université
Participants:

Construction of the European Idea within the Media Discourse of Commemoration
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Luciana Radut-Gaghi - CY Cergy Paris Université

Of What the First World War is a Lesson?
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Axel Boursier - CY University Cergy Paris Université

Modes of Commemoration
Book / Roundtable Panelist

Hedwig Wagner - Europa-Universität Flensburg

Looking for a Collective Memory Inscribed in the Illustrations of French and Italian Newspapers
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Alida Maria Silletti - Università degli studi di Bari Aldo Moro

WWI Commemoration, Brexit, and Europe
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Elisabeth Le - University of Alberta

Social Representations of the War as a Historical Event
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Isabelle Boyer - CY Cergy Paris University

[30] New Perspectives on Migration and Integration
6/21/2022
5:00 PM to 6:30 PM GMT+1
6:00 PM to 7:30 PM CEST
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM EDT
Zoom Room 1
Paper Panel

Moderator: Elisabeth Becker Topkara - Heidelberg University
Participants:

Squeezing Too Hard: The Challenge of Representing Islam in Europe
Single Paper
Olav Elgvin - University of Bergen

Reclaiming Authorship: Alternative Representations of Refugee Women in the UK
Single Paper
Zeynep Kilicoglu - Florida International University

Migration governance/IR/EU Studies/Philosophy
Single Paper
Tamar Todria - Institute for European Studies at Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
Immigration and Emotion: How Anger and Anxiety Shape Immigration Salience
Single Paper
Joseph Cerrone - George Washington University

[31] The Politics of Culture, Ecology, and Justice
6/21/2022
5:00 PM to 6:30 PM GMT+1
6:00 PM to 7:30 PM CEST
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM EDT

Zoom Room 6
Paper Panel

Moderator: Koyal Verma - Bennett University

Participants:

Literature and Political Ecology: The Case of Édouard Louis’s “Qui a tué mon père”
Single Paper
Pierre K Nonin - University of Texas at Austin

Wildfires in the Mediterranean: A Preventable Disaster?
Single Paper
Giovanni Maria Dettori - SUNY Cortland

Constantin Hansen’s Plein-Air Theatre of Public Concourse
Single Paper
Giovanna Costantini - Independent Scholar
**WEDNESDAY, JUNE 22**

[32] **Historicizing Gender, Power Relations, and the State in the Modern Era**  
6/22/2022  
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM GMT+1  
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM CEST  
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM EDT  

Zoom Room 2  
Paper Panel  

Chair: **Dorothee Beck - University of Marburg**  
**Inken Schmidt-Voges - Philipps-University of Marburg, Germany**  

Participants:  
- *Silent Servants or Powerful Voices? Reassessing Female Rule and Participation from an Early Modern Perspective*  
  - Single Paper  
  - Inken Schmidt-Voges - Philipps-Universität Marburg  

- *From British Monarchy to American Republic: Gender and Landscape as Symbolic Representations of Political Systems*  
  - Single Paper  
  - Carmen Birkle - Philipps-Universität Marburg  

- *Birth Control as a National Issue in Eastern Central European Multi-Ethnic States*  
  - Single Paper  
  - Heidi Hein-Kircher - Herder-Institute for Historical Research on East Central Europe  

- *Gender-Based Violence: Not Just Mischief, But A Stabilizer of Androcentric Power in the Political Field*  
  - Single Paper  
  - Dorothee Beck - University of Marburg

---

[33] **Housing Access as a Democratic Challenge: Between Public Policies and Practices**  
6/22/2022  
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM GMT+1  
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM CEST  
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM EDT  

Zoom Room 4  
Paper Panel  

Chair: **Silvia Jorge - CiTUA/IST-UL**  
**Vanessa Melo - CIAUD, Research Centre for Architecture, Urbanism and Design, Lisbon School of Architecture, Universidade de Lisboa**  

Participants:  
- *Refugees, Urban Life and Right to the City: Innovative Patterns for the (Post)COVID-19 Future.*  
  - Single Paper  
  - Silvia Leiria Viegas - Research Centre for Arts and Communication, University of Algarve (CIAC/UAlg)  

- *Máguia de Nós Partida: Community Performance to Claim Right to Housing as Right to Place.*  
  - Single Paper  
  - Rosa Arma - Centro de Investigação em Arquitetura, Urbanismo e Design (CIAUD) da FA-ULisboa, GESTUAL  

- *Ciganos/Roma and Housing: The Continuum and Difficult Access to Decent Housing*  
  - Single Paper  
  - Maria Manuela Mendes - Cies_Iscte  

- *Why to Occupy a House? Understanding the Forms of Subalternization*  
  - Single Paper  
  - Saila-Maria Saaristo - University of Helsinki, Finland; University of Coimbra, Portugal

Discussant: **Silvia Jorge - CiTUA/IST-UL**
[34] The EU, the State, and Business

6/22/2022
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM GMT+1
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM CEST
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM EDT

Zoom Room 1
Paper Panel

Moderator: Magnus Schoeller - University of Vienna, Centre for European Integration Research
Participants:

When State Power Meets Preferences: The 5G-Huawei Bans in the US, UK, and Germany
Single Paper
Moritz Walter - University of Cologne, Cologne Center for Comparative Politics (CCCP)
Christine Trampusch - University of Cologne, Cologne Center for Comparative Politics (CCCP)

Politics and Regulation in the EU’s Digital Finance Strategy
Single Paper
Shawn Donnelly - University of Twente

The EU’s Handling of Its Digital Divide with Africa
Single Paper
Elke Schraik - University of Vienna, Centre for European Integration Research

Lobbying Sanctions? How Private Actors Respond to EU Restrictive Measures
Single Paper
Katharina Meissner - University of Vienna

Serbia: China’s Best Friend in Europe
Single Paper
Nina Markovic - Macquarie University

[35] The Role of Participation in Climate Change Integration at Subnational Level

6/22/2022
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM GMT+1
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM CEST
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM EDT

Zoom Room 3
Paper Panel

Chair: Federica Cittadino - Eurac Research
Francesca Rosignoli - Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study (SCAS)
Participants:

Climate Change Integration in the Multilevel Governance of Italy and Austria: The Role of Participation
Single Paper
Federica Cittadino - Eurac Research

The Role of Participation in Climate Change Integration in Austria: Findings from Tyrol and Vorarlberg
Single Paper
Alice Meier – Universität University of Innsbruck

Climate Change Policy Integration in Bolzano: Is Public Participation an Effective Tool?
Single Paper
Giada Giacomini - Eurac Research

Participatory Processes and Climate Policies at Local Level: The Case of Autonomous Province of Trento
Single Paper
Nicolò Bertuzzi - University of Trento

Discussant: Louisa Parks - University of Trento
[36] The Territorial Dimension of Climate Policy and Politics  
6/22/2022  
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM GMT+1  
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM CEST  
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM EDT  

Zoom Room 5  
Paper Panel  

Chair: **Jale Tosun - Heidelberg University**  
Participants:  
- **Reimagining Environmental Futures: Scenarios of European Spatial Inequality**  
  - Single Paper  
  - Marie Mahon - National University of Ireland Galway  
  - Matt Finch - Said Business School, Oxford University  
  - David Robertson - Monash Sustainable Development Institute, Monash University  

- **Territorial Governance and Climate Change: A Comparative Study of Federal Polities**  
  - Single Paper  
  - Yasemin Irepoglu Carreras - University of California, Riverside  

- **Uneven Development of E-Mobility in Chinese Provinces: How to Explain Frontrunners and Laggards?**  
  - Single Paper  
  - Jian Shao - Institute for Political Science, Heidelberg University  
  - Mle Mišić - Institute for Political Science, Heidelberg University  

- **Politics of Self-Governance under the Paris Agreement? Explaining Sub-state Actorness in Climate Change**  
  - Single Paper  
  - Ana Dias - University of Minho  
  - Sandrina Antunes - University of Minho  

- **Climate Policy Preferences of Sub-National Actors: An Analysis of Political Parties in Catalonia**  
  - Single Paper  
  - Joan Enguer i Saus - Heidelberg University  

Discussant: **Jale Tosun - Heidelberg University**

---

[37] Challenges for Democracy? Taking a Closer Look at the New Climate Movements  
6/22/2022  
3:00 PM to 4:30 PM GMT+1  
4:00 PM to 5:30 PM CEST  
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM EDT  

Zoom Room 4  
Paper Panel  

Chair: **Jan Pollex - University of Osnabrück**  
Participants:  
- **Framing Energy Futures: Comparing Fridays For Future, Extinction Rebellion, and Ende Gelände in Germany**  
  - Single Paper  
  - Aron Buzogany - BOKU Vienna  
  - Patrick Scherhauer - BOKU Vienna  

- **Social Movement Theory and Fridays for Future: Climate Change Protest from a Citizen Science Perspective**  
  - Single Paper  
  - Anna Soßdorf - Heinrich-Heine-University Düsseldorf  
  - Witold Mucha - Heinrich-Heine-University Düsseldorf  
  - Viktor Burgi - Heinrich-Heine-University Düsseldorf  

- **Regional Differences within Global Movements: Political Attitudes – Participation Patterns of Climate Protesters in Central Europe**  
  - Single Paper  
  - Daniel Mikecz - Centre for Social Sciences Institute for Political Science  
  - Piotr Kocyba - Chemnitz University of Technology Institute for European Studies and History  

Discussant: **Jan Pollex - University of Osnabrück**
[38] Gender (In)Equalities and Identity
6/22/2022
3:00 PM to 4:30 PM GMT+1
4:00 PM to 5:30 PM CEST
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM EDT

Room 1
Paper Panel

Moderator: Tiffany Florvil - University of New Mexico
Participants:

The Making of the European Woman: Identity in the European Union
Single Paper
Jennifer Ostojski - Northeastern University, Boston, MA

Women, Precarity and the EU Strategy of Sustainable Solidarity
Single Paper
Nuria Pumar - University of Barcelona

Practices and Experiences of Intersectional Mobilizations in Belgium: When Racial(ized) and Sexual(ized) Voices Intertwine
Single Paper
Serena D’Agostino - Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Post-Soviet Dreams: Women’s Personal and Collective Struggle for Liberation in Georgia
Single Paper
Gvantsa Gasviani - University of California, Irvine

Using Spatial Analytics to Study European Sub-regional Patterns of Gender-Based Inequity in Fertility Health Policies
Single Paper
Shelley Grant - City of Seattle Information Technology Department, Planned Parenthood Federation of America

[39] Law and Politics in the World of Work
6/22/2022
3:00 PM to 4:30 PM GMT+1
4:00 PM to 5:30 PM CEST
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM EDT

Zoom Room 2
Paper Panel

Moderator: Philip Rathgeb - University of Edinburgh
Participants:

WFH-CITPOGP
Single Paper
Biljana Cavkoska - International Balkan University

Single Paper
Giuliano Bonoli - University of Lausanne, IDHEAP
Juliana Chuery - University of Lausanne, IDHEAP
Margarida Matos - University of Lausanne, IDHEAP

Counting on Each Other: Audit Culture, Unemployment, and Social Trust in Norway
Single Paper
Kelly McKowen - Southern Methodist University

Attitudinal Ambivalence, Support for Redistribution, and Left-Right Voting
Single Paper
Alon Yakter - Tel Aviv University

The Electoral Consequences of Welfare State Changes: A Sober Look at the Evidence
Single Paper
Leo Ahrens - Free University of Berlin
Frank Bandau - University of Bamberg
[40] New Perspectives on Populism and Polarization
6/22/2022
3:00 PM to 4:30 PM GMT+1
4:00 PM to 5:30 PM CEST
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM EDT

Zoom Room 3
Paper Panel

Moderator: Jan Willem Duyvendak - University of Amsterdam
Participants:

What is Populist about Left-wing Populism?
Single Paper
Or Dar - Tel Aviv University

Gender and Radical Right-wing Populism in Southern Europe
Single Paper
Ana Belén Fernández García - Universidad de Málaga
Ángel Valencia Sáiz - Universidad de Málaga

Assessing the Risks to Democracy in the Digital Era: The Alt-Right Conspiratorial Regimes of Truth
Single Paper
Beatriz Buarque - University of Manchester

European Union, Populism, and Securitization
Single Paper
José Fontes - Academia Militar; NOVA School of Law; ISCPSI

Candidate Polarization and Incumbency Advantage: Quasi-Experimental Evidence from Two-Round Elections
Single Paper
Sergi Ferrer - University of Barcelona

[42] Decolonization as Theater - Decentering and Disrupting Colonial Spaces and Narratives: Artist Roundtable on Performing Decolonization - Panel 1
6/22/2022
5:00 PM to 6:30 PM GMT+1
6:00 PM to 7:30 PM CEST
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM EDT

Zoom Room 4
Book Panel / Roundtable

Chair: Markus Hallensleben - University of British Columbia
Katrin Sieg - Georgetown University
Claske Vos - University of Amsterdam
Azadeh Sharifi - Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich

Participants:

Aztec/Mexica Dance Performance by Casa Mexico Cultural Society
Maria Jose Athie Martinez - CES European Culture Research Network

[41] Overcoming Boundaries Resulting from Former Eastern Borders
6/22/2022
3:00 PM to 4:30 PM GMT+1
4:00 PM to 5:30 PM CEST
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM EDT

Zoom Room 5
Paper Panel

Moderator: Edit Soós - University of Szeged
Participants:

CSOs-EU Interaction Dynamics in Georgia: The Role of Meaning-making and Local Political Context
Single Paper
Ana Andguladze - Université libre de Bruxelles

Symbolic Capital and Exclusion: A Case Study of Romanian Migrant Women in France
Single Paper
Elena Popa - The University of Akron

According to Eastern Europe: Interests, Coalitions, and EU Policymaking in the Three Seas Initiative
Single Paper
Boyka Stefanova - University of Texas at San Antonio

Borders and Boundaries in European Integration Trajectories in Times of Crisis
Single Paper
Sandra Hagelin - University of Tartu
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 22

Sharon MacDougan - Casa Mexico Cultural Society
Javier Romero - Casa Mexico Cultural Society
Book / Roundtable Panelists
Rahul Varma - Teesri Duniya Theatre
Book / Roundtable Panelist
Julia Wissert - Namibian-German Kaleni Kollektiv
Book / Roundtable Panelist

[43] Democratic Participation: Mobilizations, Media, and Civil Society
6/22/2022
5:00 PM to 6:30 PM GMT+1
6:00 PM to 7:30 PM CEST
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM EDT
Zoom Room 6
Paper Panel
Moderator: To be announced
Participants:

Theorizing Mass Protests Using the “Protest for Macedonia” Mobilizations in Greece as a Case Study
Single Paper
Nasos Roussias - University of Sheffield
Sotirios Karampampas - Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences
Andreas Dafnos - Bundeswehr University Munich

Participatory Practices in Urban Governance: The OBRAS Project
Single Paper
Martina Massari - University of Bologna
Danilla Longo - University of Bologna
Francesca Sabatini - University of Reggio Calabria
Beatrice Turillazzi - University of Bologna

The Role of Local Media Outlets in Tackling Environmental Problems: The Case of Serbia
Single Paper
Aleksandra Krsic - University of Belgrade, Faculty of Political Science

Duration of Dictatorship Regime and Voluntary Association Membership in Comparative Perspective
Single Paper
Olena Bedasheva - Universidad Carlos III de Madrid

[44] Migrant Rights Activism and Legal Support: Contestation or Conformation? Panel 1/3
6/22/2022
5:00 PM to 6:30 PM GMT+1
6:00 PM to 7:30 PM CEST
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM EDT
Room 3
Paper Panel
Chair: Eline Westra - University of Amsterdam
Participants:

The Construction of Illegality in Migrant Employment Law Cases
Single Paper
Anna Katherine Boucher - University of Sydney

Diaspora Consciousness and Philanthropy of Lawyers: Family Reunification Rights of Turkish Citizens in the Netherlands
Single Paper
Gizem Kolbasi-Muyan - Independent researcher

Conceptualizing Deservingness: Health Care Advocates Strategies to Create Pathways to Access for Precarious Status Persons
Single Paper
Sarah Marshall - York University

Ambiguous Citizenship and the Politics of Informal Representation: Migrant Activists’ Mediation in the Gulf Countries
Single Paper
Mira Eileen Burmeister-Rudolph - University of Amsterdam

“La Muestra Lucha, La Nuestra Voz:” Challenging Mainstream Narratives on Migration through Cultural Strategic Action
Single Paper
Davide Gnes - University of Amsterdam

Discussant: Leila Kawar - University of Michigan
[45] Migration and the Environment  
6/22/2022  
5:00 PM to 6:30 PM GMT+1  
6:00 PM to 7:30 PM CEST  
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM EDT  

Zoom Room 1  
Paper Panel  
Moderator: To be announced  
Participants:  

African Migration to the EU and Climate Change  
Single Paper  
Imke Brust - Haverford College  

Mapping the Trajectory of Climate Change Impact on Transnational Migration among Nigerian-European Migrants  
Single Paper  
Barovwe Daniella Omoweh - Independent Researcher  

Climate Change, Environmental Migration, and Democracy: A Law Perspective  
Single Paper  
Chiara Feliziani - University of Macerata  
Cristiana Lauri - European University Institute  

Grasping the Realm of Lived Experiences and Daily Practices in Transient Refugee Spaces in Serbia  
Single Paper  
Jelena Jankovic-Rankovic - University of Notre Dame  

[47] The Politics of Racism and Discrimination  
6/22/2022  
5:00 PM to 6:30 PM GMT+1  
6:00 PM to 7:30 PM CEST  
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM EDT  

Zoom Room 2  
Paper Panel  
Moderator: Elena Popa - The University of Akron  
Participants:  

The Fringes of Citizenship and Romani Minorities in the EU  
Single Paper  
Julija Sardel inic - Te Herenga Waka Victoria University of Wellington  

What Drives the Discrimination of People with a Migration Background in Europe: Racism or Nationalism?  
Single Paper  
Hans Siebers - Tilburg University  

The New Border Regime in the EU: Technologies, Migration, and Ethics  
Single Paper  
Foteini Kalantzis - University of Oxford
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